[Analysis on correlation between single nucleotide polymorphisms of vitamin D receptor gene with susceptibility to allergic rhinitis].
Objective: To investigate the relationship between single nucleotide polymorphism(SNP) of vitamin D receptor(VDR) gene with susceptibility to allergic rhinitis(AR). Method: Two hundred and ten AR patients were selected as AR group, and 180 healthy volunteers from the same period were selected as control group. Fasting venous blood was collected from all subjects and blood DNA was extracted. Polymorphisms at ApaⅠ(rs7975232) and FokⅠ(rs2228570) loci of VDR gene were detected by polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism(PCR-RFLP), and the relationships between different genotypes with susceptibility to AR were comparatively analyzed. The Hardy-Weinberg's law of genetic balance verifies whether the two genotype frequencies were representative; Logistic multiple regression analysis was used to analyze the related factors affecting susceptibility of AR. Result: There were SNPs at rs7975232 locus of VDR gene, which were wild homozygote CC type, mutant heterozygote AC, and mutant homozygote AA. SNPs existed at rs2228570 locus, which were wild homozygote GG, mutant heterozygote GA, and mutant homozygote AA. The distributions of genotypes at rs7975232 and rs2228570 locus of VDR gene conformed to Hardy-Weinberg law. There was a significant difference in the distribution of rs7975232 genotype(P<0.05), and the frequency of C allele in the study group was significantly higher than that in the control group(P<0.05). There was no significant difference in genotype distribution of rs2228570 locus (P>0.05). Logistic analysis showed that CC genotype of ApaⅠwas a risk factor for AR susceptibility. Conclusion: The polymorphism of ApaⅠ(rs7975232) locus of VDR gene is correlated with AR susceptibility. CC genotype may be a susceptible factor for AR patients, but there is no significant correlation between FokⅠ polymorphism and AR. .